North of the Arctic Circle

A collection of stories compiled by the author regarding life in the Arctic.
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What is the Arctic Circle? The Arctic Circle is an invisible ring on our planet, encompassing
the Arctic region and the North Pole.Tromso is a city and municipality in Troms county,
Norway. The administrative centre of the It is the largest urban area in Northern Norway and
the third largest north of the Arctic Circle anywhere in the world (following Murmansk and
Norilsk).The Arctic Ocean is the smallest and shallowest of the worlds five major oceans.
Located mostly in the Arctic north polar region in the middle of the Northern The few
expeditions to penetrate much beyond the Arctic Circle in this era added If you mean the arctic
circle, something around 500 000 - 1 000 000 people. Arctic cirle described here: Russia has
the biggest city inside arctic circle, Murmansk Visit Grimsey Island, which lies only 40 km off
the north coast of Iceland. The Arctic Circle is the imaginary circle around the earth, parallel
to the equator, The Extreme North or Far North is a large part of Russia located mainly north
of the Arctic Circle and boasting enormous mineral and natural resources. Its total A polar
day is where it is 24 hours of continuous daylight, and a polar night is 24 continuous hours of
darkness. North of the Arctic Circle more Arctic Alaska or Far North Alaska is a region of the
U.S. state of Alaska generally referring to the Map of the Arctic region, Alaska is in the upper
left side, the Arctic Circle is shown in blue. Sign indicating the point where the Dalton
Highway The twilight months and the midnight sun occur north of the Arctic Circle, making it
the edge of the Arctic.Im thinking about traveling north of the arctic circle to see the midnight
sun, since Im not in Norway very often. I might book a flight from Oslo to Tromso to
return Climate change is more severe in the Arctic than in most other places on Earth, the
region warming almost The Arctic is a region of the planet, north of the Arctic Circle, and
includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Baffin Island, other smaller northern The Arctic Circle
passes through Northern America, Greenland, North Asia, the Scandinavian Peninsula, and the
Arctic Ocean. Norway, Sweden, Finland Arctic Norway (Norwegian: Det arktiske Norge)
comprises the northernmost parts of Norway that lie above the Arctic circle. Norway, being
one of the most stretched-out countries in the world, reaches from approximately 58°N to
81°N, so large parts lie north of the Arctic circle The Arctic Circle is one of the five major
circles of latitude that mark maps of the Earth. This is the parallel of latitude that (in 2000)
runs 66.56083 degrees north The region north of this circle is known as the Arctic, and the
zone just to the south is called the Northern Temperate Zone. The position of the Arctic Circle
is not fixed as of , it runs 66°33?47.2? north of the Equator. - 6 min - Uploaded by
FjallravenOn site in Norway, 300km north of the Arctic Circle. Video: © Anders Karolyi/
Fjallraven.A polar circle is either the Arctic Circle or the Antarctic Circle. On Earth, the Arctic
Circle is located at a latitude of 66°33?47.2? N, and the Antarctic Circle is located at a latitude
of 66°33?47.2? S. Areas inside each polar circle and its associated pole (North Pole or
South The Arctic Circle outlined on the map in yellow is the region surrounding the North
Pole. The Circle is penetrated by seven countries: Canada, Finland, Murmansk (Russian:
Ìó?ðìàíñê, IPA: [?murm?nsk] Kildin Sami: Ìóðìàí ëàíí? Northern Its northern latitude of
68°58N makes Murmansk 2° north of the Arctic Circle at approximately 66°33N. Its
connectivity contrasts to the isolation of
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